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TYPE
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SUMMARY

Crash with
injuries (THI)

19-25884

Colbert Lane and
Roberts Road

Strong Arm
Robbery

19-26011

Palm Coast Pkwy SW
(Shell)

Crash w/
Injuries

19-25881

US 1 @ Hargrove
Grade

Death

19-25882

Westover Ln

Suspicious
Person

19-25874

Pony Express Dr

Motorcycle was traveling south on Colbert Lane just south of Roberts Road and
went off the road the right for an unknown reason. The driver was ejected from
the motorcycle. CPR was performed on scene by witnesses and the driver was
pronounced deceased at Advent Health.
Hold up alarm was received from this location. The alarm company advised the
clerk at this location stated a male, later identified as S1, entered the store and
stole cigarettes. The clerk confronted S1 and S1 punched the clerk in the face. The
clerk then struggled with S1, and S1 fled the store. S1 was located by Deputies in
the area of the Verizon store. S1 fled on foot after attempting to strike a Deputy.
FCSO pursued S1 on foot and was able to take him to the ground. S1 continued to
resist Deputies and was detained and leg restrained.
2 single occupant Motorcycle crash. One rider ejected and taken to Halifax by Fire
Flight as a trauma alert. 2nd rider transported to FHF by ground. Neither rider had
life threatening injuries.
72 YOA male’s wife found him unresponsive and cold to the touch on the couch at
the residence. FCFR pronounced the male deceased. No suspicious
circumstances.
At approximately 5:30 PM a resident on Pheasant Ln called in to advise an elderly
female walked into his residence that he did not know. VOCA responded and the
female was transported to PCSS for investigation. After an extended period of
time, Deputy’s were able to ascertain O1’s name . DCF was contacted and they
were able to advised FCSO that O1’S SSI checks are mailed to this address. O1 was
signed up for the wanderer’s assist program, and left in the care and custody of
her family members. DCF advised they would follow up Monday.
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